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1. Introduction

The surface as well as the near-surface morphology of nearly any
material play an important role for the application of a component
and significantly impacts its lifetime, which is determined by
wear[1,2] and fatigue.[3–5] While the surface is mostly represented
by the topography, which directly influences the wear resistance,
the subsurface morphology comprises the whole complexity of

the existingmicrostructure, its residual stress
state, and the resulting mechanical proper-
ties. In this context, especially the residual
stresses within the subsurface volume are
important for the endurance of cyclically
loaded components, for example, roller bear-
ings. As discussed, for roller bearing rings,
the highest load-induced stresses are located
below the surface[6,7] due to theHertzian con-
tact to the roller elements. Consequently, not
only the surface topography, which affects
the lubrication and the wear behavior,[8,9]

but also the subsurface morphology have
to be improved to increase the fatigue life
of roller bearing rings.

In industry, roller bearing rings are com-
monly made of AISI 52100 bearing steel
using hard turning as well as grinding pro-
cesses. Furthermore, innovative cryogenic
hard turning processes are currently explored
to produce a well-defined, beneficial
surface and subsurface morphology of
AISI 52100.[10–14] Depending on the
manufacturing parameters, all these finish-
ing processes, that is, conventional hard turn-

ing, cryogenic hard turning, and grinding, can be used to introduce
compressive residual stresses in the subsurface volume,[15,16] which
lead to a significantly enhanced fatigue life of roller bearing
rings.[6,7,17,18] The influence of the residual stresses in the subsur-
face volume on the fatigue behavior of roller bearing rings is very
well described in literature[6,7,17,18] and has been used to model the
service lifetime of roller bearings.[7,17,19] This underlines the impor-
tance of the residual stress state within the subsurface volume for
the application of roller bearing rings. However, in addition to the
residual stress state, the local microstructure and the resulting
mechanical properties of the subsurface volume have to be consid-
ered for a thorough analysis of the fatigue behavior, which further
enables an adjustment of the subsurface volume by finishing.

To locally analyze the mechanical properties of a material,
indentation testing can be used, whereby smaller indentation
forces lead to a higher spatial resolution.[20,21] In addition to con-
ventional indentation testing, instrumented cyclic indentation
tests (CITs), which are the basis of the short-time method
PhyBaLCHT,

[22] can be used to determine the cyclic deformation
behavior of a material.[23–25] By decreasing the indentation force,
this testing approach was successfully used to characterize the
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Finishing processes result in changes of near-surface morphology, which
strongly influences the fatigue behavior of components. Especially, roller bear-
ings show a high dependency of the lifetime on surface roughness and the
residual stress state in the subsurface volume. To analyze the influence of dif-
ferent finishing processes on the near-surface morphology, including the residual
stress state, roller bearing rings made of AISI 52100 are finished in this work
using hard turning, rough grinding, and fine grinding. In addition, fatigue
specimens made of AISI 52100 and finished by cryogenic hard turning are
investigated. For each condition, the residual stresses are determined at different
distances from the surface, showing pronounced compressive stresses for all
conditions. While the ground roller bearing rings show highest compressive
residual stresses at the surface, the hard turned bearing ring and the cryogenic
hard turned fatigue specimens reveal maximum compressive stresses in the
subsurface volume. Moreover, cyclic indentation tests (CITs) are conducted in
the different subsurface volumes, showing a higher cyclic plasticity in relation to
the respective initial state, which is assumed to be caused by finishing-induced
compressive residual stresses. Thus, the presented results indicate a high
potential of CITs to efficiently characterize the residual stress state.
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cyclic properties of the subsurface volume of a high-Mn twinning
induced plastiocity (TWIP) steel HSD600,[26] as well as in the
vicinity of a fatigue crack of a fully ferritic high-Cr steel.[27]

Moreover, the indentation force F and indentation depth h hys-
teresis loops obtained in CITs have been modeled at atomistic
scale using molecular dynamic simulation.[28] Furthermore, the
analysis of the cyclic deformation behavior obtained in CITs
can be used to determine the cyclic hardening potential of a mate-
rial. As shown in different types of conventionally manufactured
steels,[22,23,29] as well as additively manufactured AISI 316L,[30] the
cyclic hardening potential determined by means of PhyBaLCHT

correlates very well with the defect tolerance of a material.
In the present work, CITs and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were

used to characterize the subsurface volume of differently man-
ufactured AISI 52100-bearing steel. Therefore, roller bearing
rings were industrially manufactured using hard turning, rough
grinding, and fine grinding. In addition to these commonly used
finishing processes, fatigue specimens were cryogenically hard
turned, which represents an innovative machining process of
great scientific interest. By conducting CITs, an analysis of
the local cyclic deformation behavior can be obtained, which
is complemented by the respective residual stress state. This
combination of CITs and measurement of residual stresses ena-
bles a thorough analysis of the mechanical properties of the
finishing-induced subsurface volumes.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Investigated Materials and Specimens

To investigate the influence of the finishing processes on the
resulting morphology of the subsurface volume, which com-
prises, in the present work, the surface and the volume beneath
the surface up to a distance from the surface of �50�60 μm, two
batches of the roller bearing steel AISI 52100 with slightly differ-
ent chemical compositions (see Table 1) were differently fin-
ished. Therefore, established finishing processes as well as
innovative cryogenic hard turning were conducted. While batch
A was used for manufacturing roller bearing rings, cylindrical
fatigue specimens were turned from batch B (see Figure 1).

The manufacturing of the roller bearing rings was conducted
by Interprecise Donath GmbH (Obermichelbach, Germany)
using three different finishing processes, that is, hard turning,
rough grinding, and fine grinding. In addition to the finishing
processes established in industrial application, the fatigue speci-
mens made from batch B were cryogenic hard turned, which rep-
resents an innovative finishing process, being of high scientific
interest.[14,31] For the fatigue specimens, two sets of manufactur-
ing parameters were used to induce significantly different mor-
phologies of the subsurface volume. Cryogenic turning was
conducted by the Institute for Manufacturing Technology and

Production Systems of TU Kaiserslautern. The parameter sets
used are given as follows.

1) Parameter set 1 (P1): feed f¼ 0.15mm rev�1, cutting speed
vC¼ 150mmin�1, cutting depth ap¼ 0.05mm, mass flow m

:
CO2

m
:
CO2

¼ 0.75 kgmin�1, width of wear marks VB¼ 0 μm, and cut-
ting edge radius rβ¼ 10 μm.

2) Parameter set 2 (P2): f¼ 0.10mm rev�1, vC¼ 50mmin�1,
ap¼ 0.05mm, m

:
CO2

¼ 1.50 kgmin�1, VB¼ 100 μm, rβ¼ 80 μm.
Both batches were austenitized in a controlled carbonaceous

atmosphere to prevent decarburization and were subsequently
quenched and tempered, before machining and subsequently
finishing to the final geometry. Note that the conditions of the
heat treatments, which are shown in detail in Table 2, signifi-
cantly differ between batch A and batch B.

These heat treatments resulted for both batches in a consistent
martensitic microstructure, showing finely dispersed chromium
carbides, which were less pronounced for the fatigue specimens
of batch B, presumably caused by the lower tempering temperature
(see Figure 2). However, for both batches, the finishing process did
not lead to significant changes in the microstructure within the sub-
surface volume, which was nearly identical to the corematerial. This
is exemplarily shown in Figure 2 for the hard turned roller bearing
ring (batch A) and the fatigue specimen cryogenic hard turned with
parameter set P2 (batch B). To obtain a detailed visualization of the
microstructure within the subsurface volumes and core materials,
the cross sections were etched with a Nital etchant.

Note that batch A and batch B differ in the material condition,
specimen geometry, as well as finishing processes used, which
disables a direct comparison. Consequently, the influence of the
finishing processes on the subsurface volume has to be analyzed
separately for each batch.

To conduct the instrumented CITs at the roller bearing rings,
cross sections of the whole components were extracted from the
middle, whereas the CITs at the fatigue specimens were con-
ducted on cross sections of the gauge length (see Figure 1).
This led to indentation directions parallel to the axial direction
of both, the roller bearing rings and the fatigue specimens
(see Figure 3). To extract the cross sections, cutting with a
low feed rate and a high mass flow of the cooling lubricant
was used to avoid changes in the microstructure. Finally, the
cross sections were mechanically polished to achieve a mirror
flat surface, being necessary for microindentation testing. For
polishing, small forces were applied to not introduce residual
stresses during the preparation process.

With XRD, the manufacturing-induced residual stresses within
the subsurface volume were analyzed. The XRD measurements
were carried out on the peripheral surface of the fatigue specimens
and roller bearing rings, as shown in Figure 1. To obtain a depth-
resolved characterization of the residual stresses, the surfaces of the
fatigue specimens and the roller bearing rings were iteratively
removed by electrolytic polishing with Struers LectroPol-5, whereby

Table 1. Chemical composition of the AISI 52 100 batches.

Amount of alloying element [wt.�%] C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Al N Mo

Batch A: Roller bearing rings 0.98 0.24 0.37 0.009 0.014 1.46 0.13 0.014 0.014 0.030

Batch B: Cryogenic hard turned fatigue specimens 0.94 0.32 0.37 0.005 0.003 1.43 0.02 0.001 0.007 0.002
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XRD measurements were carried out after each polishing step. To
avoid microstructural changes during the polishing process, the
electrolyte was permanently cooled to temperatures between 0

and 20 �C. Note that the changes in residual stress state caused
by electrolytic polishing can be neglected, as in relation to the geom-
etries of the bearing rings and the fatigue specimens

Figure 1. Illustration of the components investigated: a) roller bearing ring and b) fatigue specimen, including geometrical dimensions, directions, and
positions of the residual stress measurements by means of XRD.

Table 2. Heat treatment parameters used for the different batches of AISI 52100 as well as resulting macrohardness.

Austenitization Quenching Tempering Hardness

Batch A: Roller bearing rings 850 �C/45min 180 �C/15 min 240 �C/240 min 730� 7 HV30

Batch B: Cryogenic hard turned fatigue specimens 850 �C/120 min Oil temperature< 80 �C 180 �C/104min 783� 7 HV30

Figure 2. Microstructure of the subsurface volume and core material of a,c) hard turned roller bearing ring and b,d) cryogenic hard turned fatigue
specimen, including the typical size of the indent resulting from CITs.
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only small areas (20mm� 10mm)[32] as well as depths
(100�150 μm)[33] were removed. Thus, no mathematical compen-
sation of the residual stresses is required for the presented results.

2.2. Cyclic Indentation Tests

To analyze the influence of the different finishing processes on the
local mechanical, and especially cyclic properties within the subsur-
face volume, the short-time method PhyBaLCHT was
used, which is explained in detail in previously published
works.[22,23] Therefore, instrumented CITs were conducted with
Fischerscopes of types H100C and HM2000 (Helmut Fischer
GmbH, Germany), which enabled a continuous detection of the
indentation depth h and the indentation force F. The indentations
were conducted on the cross sections of the different types of speci-
mens, as shown schematically in Figure 3. During the CITs, the
material was loaded for ten cycles with a sinusoidal load function
by a Vickers indenter, whereby a maximum indentation force
Fmax¼ 500mN and a frequency of 1/12Hz were applied. From
the second cycle on, an F�h hysteresis can be obtained in CITs,
which is schematically shown in Figure 4a. In analogy to the plastic
strain amplitude εa,p obtained from stress�strain hysteresis, the
half width of the F�h hysteresis at mean loading (0.5 Fmax) is
defined as the plastic indentation depth amplitude ha,p, which
can be used as a characteristic value of plastic deformation during
the respective indentation cycle. By analyzing the change in ha,p dur-
ing the CITs, which is represented by ha,p�N curve, the cyclic defor-
mation behavior of the material can be analyzed (see Figure 4b).
From the fifth cycle on, the ha,p�N curve reveals a stabilized slope,
indicating a saturation of macroplastic deformation and that micro-
plasticity subsequently dominates the cyclic deformation behavior.
Moreover, this regime can be described mathematically by the
power law function ha,p II (Equation (1)), whereby the cyclic hard-
ening exponentCHT eII represents the slope of the ha,p�N curve in
this regime (see Figure 4b). As a steeper slope of ha,p�N curve
results from more pronounced cyclic hardening, higher |eII| corre-
lates with a greater cyclic hardening potential of the material.[22]

ha,p II¼ aII ⋅ NeII (1)

Besides the analysis of cyclic hardening, the ha,p�N curve can be
used to describe the cyclic plasticity of the material. As higher ha,p is
caused by more pronounced plastic deformation, the vertical

position of the ha,p�N curve can be related to cyclic plasticity. By
comparing the position of the ha,p�N curves of different material
conditions, the amount of cyclic hardening and thus, cyclic harden-
ing exponentCHT eII, as well as the absolute value of the indentation
depth h, have to be considered. However, if different conditions
show comparable absolute indentation depths and |eII|, the ha,
p�N curves can be used for a sufficient assessment of cyclic
plasticity.

In addition to the analysis of the cyclic properties, the indenta-
tion depth resulting from the first cycle can be used to determine
the microhardness (Marten’s hardness, HM) of the material.

Figure 3. Schematic description of the positioning of the indentation points on the cross sections of a) the roller bearing rings and b) the cryogenic hard
turned fatigue specimens.

Figure 4. Schematic description of a) the F�h hysteresis and b) the
ha,p�N curve obtained in CITs according to the study by Kramer et al.[22]
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To analyze the differences in the microhardness and the cyclic
deformation behavior between the subsurface volume, being
modified by the finishing process, and the unaffected core,
representing the initial state of the material, the CITs were con-
ducted for each specimen in a distance from the edge of 40 μm as
well as 2.5 mm (see Figure 2). For both positions, a minimum of
20 CITs were conducted to obtain statistically reliable results.
Note that the plastically deformed volume beneath the indenter
can roughly be estimated with a factor 3 of the indent diagonal.[20]

Because the indent diagonals in this work were �12 μm, a mini-
mum distance from the surface of 40 μm was chosen in accor-
dance with DIN EN ISO 14577.[34] Moreover, the different
indentation points were placed with a point-to-point distance
of at least 100 μm to exclude interference effects.

2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy

The microstructural images shown in Figure 2 were taken using
an secondary electrons (SE) detector in a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) of the type FEI Quanta 600. For these inves-
tigations, an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a working distance
of 10mm were used.

2.4. X-Ray Diffraction

The analyses of the residual stresses were conducted with two
types of X-ray diffractometers, that is, of the type PANalytical
X’Pert PRO MRD to investigate the roller bearing rings, as well
as PANanlytical Empyrean to characterize the fatigue speci-
mens. For both systems, Cu Kα1 radiation at 40 kV tube voltage
and 40mA tube current as well as a scanning speed of 0.004�/s
were used. While the size of the irradiated spot was 3mm�
2mm for the measurements of the roller bearing rings, a spot
size of 3.7 mm� 2.4 mm was used for the analysis of the fatigue
specimens (see Figure 1). For both types of specimens, that is,
bearing rings and fatigue specimens, the first-order residual
stresses were measured for all depths in axial and circumferen-
tial direction with the sin2ψ method applied to the diffraction
peak of the {211} martensite lattice plane. The sin2ψ method
offers the advantage that the plane spacing is determined by con-
sidering several tilt angles ψ, which are defined as the angle
between the beam path and the normal of the specimen surface.

This enables a high accuracy of the determined residual stress
state.[35]

3. Results

3.1. Influence of the Finishing Process on the Mechanical
Properties and Cyclic Deformation Behavior of the Subsurface
Volume

3.1.1. Batch A: roller bearing Rings

Comparing the microhardness of the differently finished roller
bearing rings, no significant difference appears between the subsur-
face volume, and the core material, respectively (see Figure 5a).
Note that the indentations in the subsurface volume were con-
ducted at a distance from the surface of 40 μm and hence, only pro-
vide information of the material volume within the sector between
the surface distances of roughly 25 and 55 μm. For smaller inden-
tation forces and thus, higher spatial resolution, a higher hardness
in the vicinity of the outer surface is assumed, which, however, was
not objective of the present work. For the different finishing pro-
cesses, that is, hard turning, rough grinding, and fine grinding,
comparable hardness values were determined.

The results obtained for microhardness correlate well with the
values of cyclic hardening exponentCHT eII, which also show no
significant difference between the different finishing conditions
as well as between the subsurface volumes and the core materials
(see Figure 5a). Consequently,HM and eII indicate no substantial
influence of the finishing process on the mechanical properties
of the subsurface volume, which correlates well with the micro-
structural analyses, showing no process-induced microstructural
changes (see Figure 2a,c).

As HM and eII are nearly identical between the different con-
ditions as well as the subsurface volumes and the core materials,
the cyclic plasticity can be evaluated by comparing the vertical
positions of the ha,p�N curves. In Figure 6, the ha,p�N curves
obtained from the subsurface volume and the core material
are compared for the different finishing processes. Note that
the vertical axis of ha,p�N curves is shown in reverse direction
in Figure 6. For all conditions, a higher cyclic plasticity is
observed within the subsurface volume, which is more pro-
nounced for the hard turned and fine ground roller bearing
rings. Thus, in contrast to HM, eII, and the microstructural

Figure 5. Cyclic hardening exponentCHT eII and microhardness HM obtained in CITs at a) differently finished roller bearing rings and b) cryogenic hard
turned fatigue specimens.
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investigations, the ha,p�N curves reveal changes in the mechani-
cal properties of the subsurface volumes, which were induced by
the finishing processes used.

3.1.2. Batch B: Fatigue Specimens

Similar to the results of the roller bearing rings (batch A), the
microhardness HM as well as the cyclic hardening
exponentCHT eII show for both conditions of cryogenic hard
turned specimens no clear difference between the subsurface
volume and the core material, which correlates with the micro-
structural SEM observations (compare Figure 5b with 2b,d). The
different parameter sets P1 and P2 result in comparable

microhardness as well as cyclic hardening potential, which also
correlates with the results obtained from roller bearing rings.

Comparing the different batches, the fatigue specimens of
batch B show higher hardness than the roller bearing rings of
batch A, which is caused by the lower tempering temperature
(see Figure 5 and Table 2). Despite the different hardness and
tempering temperature, the cyclic hardening potential, repre-
sented by eII, is comparable for the different batches.

Similar to the investigations of the roller bearing rings, the
ha,p�N curves obtained from cryogenic hard turned fatigue
specimens can be used to analyze the changes in cyclic plasticity.
As shown in Figure 7, for both conditions, the subsurface volume
reveals a slightly higher cyclic plasticity than the core material.
Comparing P1 and P2, the increase in cyclic plasticity is slightly
more pronounced after cryogenic turning with parameter set P2.
The increase in cyclic plasticity of the subsurface in relation to
the core volume corresponds to the results of batch A. However,
this effect is significantly less pronounced for cryogenic hard
turned specimens. This is assumed to be caused by a combina-
tion of the higher hardness of the initial state of batch B,
resulting from lower tempering temperature, as well as the
different types of finishing processes. However, on basis of
the presented results, this cannot be proofed finally and is objec-
tive of further investigations.

In summary, for both batches, only the cyclic plasticity is affected
by the finishing processes, which cannot be explained with the
microstructural details observed in SEM. Consequently, the differ-
ent finishing processes seem to result in changes of the subsurface
volumes on a smaller scale. As finishing processes generally lead to
significant changes in the residual stress state,[15,16] the residual
stresses within the subsurface volumes of the different conditions
were analyzed, which is presented in Section 3.2.

3.2. Finishing-Induced Residual Stress State Within the
Subsurface Volume

3.2.1. Batch A: Roller Bearing Rings

In Figure 8, the residual stresses in circumferential and axial
direction within the subsurface volume are illustrated for the dif-
ferently finished roller bearing rings. The regression lines shown
in Figure 8 (and in Figure 9) are based on a B-spline interpolation
between the single data points. Note that the regression lines are
only a rough approximation of the real distribution of the resid-
ual stresses, which show slight deviations to the measured data
points. Thereby, the deviations are more pronounced for the
roller bearing rings, as smaller steps in electrolytic polishing,
and thus, a higher spatial resolution, were used for the cryogenic
hard turned fatigue specimens (compare Figure 8 and 9).

Comparing the residual stresses of the ground conditions, the
fine ground bearing ring reveals in both directions significantly
higher compressive residual stresses than the rough ground var-
iant. However, for both conditions, only compressive residual
stresses are measured at the surface and in the subsurface vol-
ume, which are maximum directly at the surface and are relieved
nearly to 0 at a depth of �30 μm, respectively. Consequently, a
more pronounced gradient in residual stresses beneath the sur-
face is seen for the fine ground bearing rings.

Figure 6. Comparison of the ha,p�N curves obtained in CITs within the
subsurface volume and the core material of a) hard turned, b) rough
ground, and c) fine ground roller bearing rings.
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In contrast to the ground roller bearing rings, the hard turned
variant exhibits in circumferential direction tensile residual
stresses directly at the surface, which turn to compressive

residual stresses within the subsurface volume. Moreover, in
axial direction, only small compressive residual stresses are
observed directly at the surface after hard turning. For both direc-
tions, the maximum in compressive residual stresses is obtained
for hard turned condition at a distance from the surface of
�30 μm. As at this depth, the ground conditions show nearly
no residual stresses, the compressive residual stresses are signif-
icantly more expanded in the hard turned condition.
Furthermore, for the hard turned variant, the residual stresses
are relieved nearly to 0 at a depth of roughly 75 μm.

Consequently, the residual stress measurements show a sig-
nificant influence of the finishing process on the subsurface vol-
ume, which correlates with the differently pronounced increase
in cyclic plasticity obtained in CITs.

3.2.2. Batch B: Fatigue Specimens

In correlation with the ground roller bearing rings, the cryogenic
hard turned fatigue specimens exhibit in both directions com-
pressive residual stresses at the surface and within the subsur-
face volume (see Figure 9). However, in contrast to the ground
roller bearing rings, for P1 and P2, the maximum compressive
residual stresses are observed in both directions at �20 μm
beneath the surface, respectively. This roughly correlates with
the distributions of residual stresses of the hard turned
roller bearing ring, whereby the cryogenic hard turned fatigue
specimens show significantly higher values of compressive resid-
ual stresses (compare Figure 8 with 9).

Comparing the different parameter sets of cryogenic hard
turning, P2 results in higher compressive residual stresses in
both directions, which are slightly more expanded in relation
to P1 condition (see Figure 9). While P1 results in a stress-free
state at a depth of roughly 60 μm, the P2 condition reveals slight
compressive residual stresses at this depth, which underlines the

Figure 7. Comparison of the ha,p�N curves obtained in CITs within the
subsurface volume and the core material of fatigue specimens cryogenic
hard turned with different parameter sets a) P1 and b) P2.

Figure 8. Residual stresses determined within the subsurface volumes of differently finished roller bearings in a) circumferential and b) axial direction.
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bigger expansion of residual stresses for this condition.
However, at a depth of �70 μm, also the fatigue specimen cryo-
genic hard turned with P2 exhibits nearly no residual stresses.

In summary, the different parameter sets of cryogenic hard
turning result in slightly different residual stress states. This cor-
relates with the differently pronounced increase in cyclic plastic-
ity of the subsurface volume.

Note that the differences observed in CITs and XRD analyses
on fatigue specimens of batch B are relatively small and are sig-
nificantly less pronounced compared to the results obtained from
batch A. However, for both batches, the different finishing pro-
cesses result in differences in the distribution of the residual
stresses as well as in the increase in cyclic plasticity of the sub-
surface volume. Consequently, the changes in ha,p�N curves and
the residual stress states are compared for all conditions in
Section 3.3.

3.3. Comparison of the Residual Stresses and the Cyclic
Plasticity Obtained in CITs

Comparing the distribution of the residual stresses in the sub-
surface volume and the ha,p�N curves, it has to be considered
that the plastically deformed zone beneath the indenter is
expanded far beyond the indentation point, that is, roughly three
times the indent diagonal.[20] Thus, the residual stresses mea-
sured at a defined distance from the surface are not one to
one comparable with the results obtained in CITs. The ha,p�N
curves are the result of an integration of the plastically deformed
material volume beneath the indenter, which is illustrated sche-
matically with the gray-shaded areas in Figure 8 and 9. Note that
the stress distribution beneath the indenter is not homogenous,
resulting in higher stresses and hence, more pronounced plastic

deformation in the direct vicinity of the indenter.[36]

Consequently, the material volume in the direct vicinity of the
indenter contributes more to the ha,p�N curves than the sur-
rounding, less-deformed regions. Moreover, the residual stresses
of both directions have to be considered, as the indentation
results in a multiaxial stress state. Because of these complex
interrelations, only a qualitative comparison of the cyclic plastic-
ity observed in ha,p�N curves and the residual stress state is
made in the following sections.

For this qualitative comparison, in Figure 10, the changes in
cyclic plasticity between the subsurface volume and the core
material are related with the respective residual stresses within
the volume considered in CITs. To quantify the increase in cyclic
plasticity of the subsurface volume, the ha,p value obtained in the
tenth cycle in CITs was subtracted by the respective value deter-
mined for core material. This difference in cyclic plastic defor-
mation is defined as Δha,p 10, whereby higher values represent a
more pronounced increase in cyclic plasticity of the subsurface
volume. As a representative of the residual stresses, for both
directions, the mean value of the residual stresses within the vol-
ume considered in CITs was determined based on the regression
curves shown in Figure 8 and 9 (see Figure 10a). As the stress
distribution beneath the indenter is inhomogeneous, this value
only serves as a rough approximation of the residual stress state.
As the different batches are not comparable with each other, this
correlation between increase in cyclic plasticity and residual
stress state is discussed separately for the different batches.

3.3.1. Batch A: Roller Bearing Rings

As shown in Figure 10b, the subsurface volumes show positive
Δha,p 10 and thus, an increased cyclic plasticity in relation to the

Figure 9. Residual stresses determined within the subsurface volumes of differently cryogenic hard turned fatigue specimens in a) circumferential and
b) axial direction.
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core material volumes, which correlate with compressive resid-
ual stresses in the volume plastically deformed in CITs (gray
shaded in Figure 8). As the indentation mostly leads to compres-
sive stresses in the material, it is assumed that compressive resid-
ual stresses contribute to a more pronounced plastic deformation
and thus, higher ha,p. This further explains the most pronounced
increase in cyclic plasticity observed for the subsurface volume of
hard turned condition, which shows the highest level of compres-
sive residual stresses at the considered distance from the surface
(see Figure 10b). The rough ground condition shows small ten-
sile stresses in circumferential direction. However, as the com-
pressive residual stresses in axial direction are extensively bigger
than these small tensile stresses, for this condition, compressive
residual stresses are expected to be dominating within the sub-
surface volume, which correlates with a slight increase in cyclic
plasticity.

Although the ground-bearing rings reveal higher maximum
compressive residual stresses, these maxima are located directly
at the surface and thus, have a smaller impact on the ha,p�N
curves than the maximum compressive stresses measured for
the hard turned condition at a distance from the surface of
�30 μm. This is further underlined by the mean values of resid-
ual stresses within the relevant volume (see Figure 10b).
However, also the compressive residual stresses measured for
the ground conditions seem to influence the ha,p�N curves,
as the subsurface volumes show higher values of ha,p, resulting
in positive values of Δha,p10 in Figure 10b. Furthermore, the
fine ground condition shows a more pronounced increase in
cyclic plasticity of the subsurface volume in relation to the rough
ground roller bearing ring. This correlates with a higher level of
the compressive residual stresses measured in both directions.
This further corresponds to the assumption of higher ha,p due
to compressive residual stresses.

3.3.2. Batch B: Fatigue Specimens

For both sets of parameters used for cryogenic hard turning, a
higher cyclic plasticity as well as significant compressive residual
stresses are observed in the volume plastically deformed during
CITs (see Figure 10a,b), which supports the assumption that
residual compressive stresses result in higher values of ha,p.
Furthermore, P2 reveals little higher compressive residual
stresses, as well as a slightly more pronounced increase in cyclic
plasticity in the subsurface volume, which also corresponds to
this hypothesis.

This correlation between compressive residual stresses and
increase in cyclic plasticity in ha,p�N curves is differently pro-
nounced between batch A and batch B, whereby the effects on
cyclic plasticity are more clearly for the roller bearing rings,
which show lower compressive residual stresses in the relevant
area (see Figure 10b,c). This might be caused by the higher
strength of batch B, leading to smaller plastic deformation capa-
bility and thus, less pronounced effects on cyclic plasticity.
Moreover, the results obtained in CITs are not only dependent
on the residual stress state, but also on microstructural phenom-
ena like, for example, dislocation density, as well as carbide size
and distribution, which are related to the initial state of the mate-
rial (e.g., heat treatment condition). However, for material con-
ditions identical in the initial state, a correlation between an
increased cyclic plasticity obtained from the ha,p�N curves
and the residual stress state is shown in Figure 10b,c.
Thus, the presented results indicate that the PhyBaLCHT

method can be used for a rough estimation of the residual stress
distribution induced by different finishing processes.
Nevertheless, this has to be proofed in further investigations
for other materials and material conditions, which is objective
of future research work.

Figure 10. a) Schematic description of the determination of the mean value of the residual stresses on the example of the fatigue specimen cryogenic
hard turned with P1 as well as the illustration of the relation of change in cyclic plasticity, represented by Δha,p 10, and the mean value of residual stresses
in axial and circumferential direction for b) differently finished roller bearing rings and c) cryogenic hard turned fatigue specimens.
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4. Summary and Conclusion

In the present work, the influence of different finishing pro-
cesses on the subsurface morphology of AISI 52100-bearing steel
is determined, which comprises in the present work the surface
and the volume beneath the surface up to a distance from the
surface of �50�60 μm. Therefore, roller bearing rings were fin-
ished using hard turning, fine grinding, and rough grinding. In
addition to these established finishing processes, fatigue speci-
mens were cryogenic hard turned using two different sets of
parameters. The finishing-induced residual stresses within the
subsurface volume were determined by means of XRD measure-
ments at different distances from the surface. Moreover, these
results are compared with the cyclic deformation behavior
obtained from instrumented CITs, as well as with microstruc-
tural investigations. From the presented results, the following
conclusions can be drawn.

1) In scanning electron microscopy, no significant microstruc-
tural changes were observed in the subsurface volume compared
with the respective core material volume.

2) The different finishing processes used for roller bearing
rings result in significantly different residual stresses, whereby
the fine ground condition shows the highest compressive resid-
ual stresses, which are located directly at the surface. In contrast
to that, hard turning resulted in a maximum of the compressive
residual stresses beneath the surface. Similar to the hard turned
bearing ring, the cryogenic hard turned fatigue specimens also
showed pronounced compressive residual stresses, being maxi-
mal beneath the surface.

3) Comparing the results obtained in CITs, the different fin-
ishing processes did not lead to changes of the cyclic hardening
potential as well as hardness within the subsurface volume in
relation to the respective core material, which correlates with
scanning electron microscopy. However, for all conditions, a
higher cyclic plasticity was obtained in the subsurface volume
than in the core material. This is assumed to be caused by the
compressive residual stresses resulting from finishing processes.

The correlation of cyclic plasticity obtained in CITs and com-
pressive residual stresses measured by XRD indicates that cyclic
indentation testing has the potential to enable a rough estimation
of the distribution of the residual stresses of a material, if there
are no significant gradients in microstructure and associated
local hardness. Nevertheless, this has to be confirmed by further
experiments at other materials and material conditions, which is
objective of future research.
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